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GENERAL COMMENTS 

 

Performance in English A remained moderate in the May/June 2014 examination sitting.  Fifty-nine per cent 

of the candidates achieved Grades I to III, consistent with overall performance in May/June 2013 when 58 

per cent of the candidates achieved similar grades.  There was a moderate improvement in performance on 

Paper 01, which assesses Profile 1, Understanding, and a small improvement on Paper 02 which also 

assesses Understanding but focuses primarily on Profile 2, Expression. 

 

However, performance on Paper 02 continues to be below the expected standard.  The questions in the three 

sections on this paper generally elicited only moderate levels of performance. General weakness was 

observed in many candidates’ inability to organize ideas and to use grammatical English in expressing these 

ideas. 

 

The instructions to Sections A, B, and C have been expanded in order to help the candidates maximize 

responses and scoring opportunities.  There is some evidence that the candidates’ attention has been drawn 

to this feature, but more encouragement is necessary to ensure greater compliance with these instructions.  

Too many candidates lapsed into the vernacular in answering Questions 2 and 3, and in responses to Section 

C. 

 

Apart from the grammar, vocabulary and expression issues, poor handwriting and spelling stand in the way 

of obtaining the best marks. 

 

DETAILED COMMENTS 

 

Paper 01 – Multiple-Choice 

 

Generally performance on Paper 01 was good, with approximately 82 per cent of candidates achieving the 

three top grades.  The areas of particularly weak performance on this paper were the questions set on the 

expository extract. 

 

Paper 02 – Free Response 

 

Section A: Writing Reports and Summaries 

 

Question 1 

 

Candidates were instructed to read an article about the moon and its perceived effects on various aspects of 

life and activity on Earth, and then write a summary not exceeding 120 words.  While the article captured 

the attention through a popular connection between the moon and insanity, that was not its focus.  The 

article established through examples, that some ideas about the moon’s influence leaned towards the 

scientific, others towards popular folk tales and beliefs, and that research and investigation continue. 

 

Candidates’ responses were generally in the moderate to lower levels of competence.  While many were able 

to recognize and express the moon’s importance to life, its suspected link to insanity and other negative 

behaviours, many were deceived by their own knowledge of the myths, folklore and old wives’ tales which 

are associated with the moon and focused incorrectly on these areas.  Answers strongly suggested weakness 

in understanding the passage, and an inability to analyse the ideas expressed in it.  This meant that such 

candidates were, in turn, unable to express those ideas cogently and in their own words.  Answers showed 

significant weakness in making appropriate links between ideas, resulting in inappropriate strategies, 

ranging from repetition and/or extensive ‘lifting’, to the extreme of simply copying the passage until the 

word limit had been reached. 
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A major hindrance to successful summary is lack of vocabulary, and poor expression.  The CXC English A 

syllabus strongly suggests and seeks to foster a working relationship between literature and language.  This 

gives students the benefit of experiencing, first hand, language in effective use.  Use of good literature does 

not seek to force students to study literature per se, but exposes them to the quality of vocabulary and syntax 

that create good expression. 

 

The following italicized section is taken from the scheme used for marking the summary in each English A 

examination, and should be kept in mind as part of the teaching: 

 

Content 

 

The answer will be judged for its adequacy with respect to the following criteria within the set word limit. 

 

 Selection and accuracy of details (and their original linkages) and their completeness. 

 Clarity and faithfulness in respect of purpose/intent, and appropriateness of message and tone. 

 Attention to perspective/point-of-view and consistency of focus. 

 

Organisation of Content 

 

 Arrangement presented through sequencing, selection of cohesive ties, achievement of economy. 

 Arrangement of information in a coherent structure and sense of audience. 

 

Points to be noted in the answer: 

 

The moon is believed to have a variety of effects on all forms of life, but the extent to what is fact and what 

is fiction is still unclear.  People are still inclined to mix scientific thought with myth.  The facts are: 

 

 The moon has a strong gravitational pull on large masses of water on earth. 

 The human body is 70 per cent water, but it is too small to be affected by the moon. 

 The moon’s phases affect the reproductive cycles of humans and marine life. 

 

The beliefs are: 

 

 Madness, arson and violent crimes increase with the full moon. 

 More babies are born with the full moon. 

 

There is a suggestion that human behaviours are affected by beliefs, and research shows some correlation 

between change of behaviour and the changes of the moon. 

 

Sample Summary: 

 

Sample 1 

 

Several aspects of our lives, and events on a planet, have long been associated with the moon and its phases.  

Some of these things are built on scientific fact, others on folk beliefs.  Researchers have investigated some 

of the beliefs, but results are inconclusive.  One accepted feature is that the moon affects reproduction 

among females and some sea creatures.  There is the belief that our bodies which are 70% water, are 

affected by the moon, but since such effects are only shown on large bodies of water, the belief is 

questionable.  The moon’s connection to madness is also questionable.  One lecturer in psychology suggests 

that our beliefs shape our lives and that we change our behaviour according to the things we believe. (110 

words)  
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Sample 2 

 

It has been long believed that the moon affect many forms of life in some way.  Some effects have been 

accepted by scientists such as the moon’s influence on the movement of large bodies of water and the 

reproductive cycles of women and some types of shellfish.  There is the belief that there is a correlation 

between the moon’s phases and negative changes in human brain activity and actions.  Anecdotes 

suggesting a rise in the number of babies being born at a particular time of the month and an increase in 

violent crimes have been linked to the moon’s cycle.  Although the results of research into these areas have 

been inconclusive, the moon continues to fascinate us.  (119 words)   

 

Sample 3 

 

People have long been led by evidence or story, to believe that the moon influences our lives.  For instance, 

scientists accept the moon’s influence on reproduction among marine life, and its effect on the human 

female’s menstrual cycle.  It is also known that the moon’s gravity affects water on Earth, but that water 

must be in very large quantities, so effects on the human body are rejected.  Some people link insanity, 

higher birth rate, and periodic peaks in violent crime with the full moon.  Scientists are investigating 

because of the many stories of lunar effects, true or imagined generally there is some acceptance of a 

connection between the full moon and behaviour changes, but conclusions are still mixed.  (118 words) 

 

Superior responses reproduced the critical elements of the original passage in the candidate’s own words, 

most often in flawless or near flawless language.  In a few instances, responses indicated a superior 

understanding of content but some weakness in language. 

 

Responses assessed as suggesting or demonstrating incompetence included one or more of the following: 

 

 The introduction of extraneous material based on prior knowledge. 

 Misinformation prompted by inadequate understanding of details. 

 Incomplete ideas. 

 A listing of ideas with no recognition of the relationship between points. 

 

Recommendations for Teaching 

 

Comprehension skills (primarily) and summary writing skills need to be reinforced.  Students should: 

 

 be exposed to a wide range of expository passages and be guided in analysing text structures and 

modes of development 

 receive more practice in expressing what they read in their own words 

 be given exercises using transitional words 

 be exposed to good summaries which they are encouraged to critically examine for content, 

technique and length 

 be encouraged to participate in oral exercises in recounting versus summarizing (using topical 

issues, events and popular shows) which will grasp their attention, stimulate understanding, and 

demonstrate the goals of summary 

 exposed to sessions of functional vocabulary 

 

As understanding and summary exercises done in the classroom demonstrate mastery, attention should then 

be given to completing tasks within a given time frame.  Penalizing the use of the language of the passage 

will drive home the value of using one’s own words. 

 

Teachers are also encouraged to make use of the Internet, and to encourage students themselves to explore 

this avenue.  It will alert them to the value of the skill, and break the tedium of the classroom.  What the 

students learn, they can themselves introduce or teach to their peers.  Several URL’s will be evident through 

a Google search, many of them produced by teachers. 
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Section B: Understanding 

 

Section B continues to offer the candidates two short pieces of writing for study and comprehension: one 

piece expository, the other literary.  These questions assess candidates’ preparedness to interact with various 

kinds of writing in their adult life, including their ability to recognize fact and fiction, and to appreciate the 

wealth of meaning conveyed by good writing.  It seems, however, that the students are not challenged during 

their preparation for the examination, to recognize the different kinds of writing; their purposes, audiences, 

and styles, and therefore to expect a difference in the kinds of questions attached to each type of writing. 

 

According to the syllabus, candidates are expected to consider and appreciate the various techniques used 

and their effects; to recognize and understand literal and figurative language; to be able to quote accurately; 

to know the differences between ‘phrase’, ‘sentence’, ‘word’ and ‘expression’; to find the direct statement 

and the inference.  Unfortunately, the evidence is that most candidates are able only to respond adequately to 

the straightforward, information-gathering kind of question. 

 

Question 2 

 

This question consisted of an extract from Harvey River: Memoir of My Mother and Her Island.  The term 

‘memoir’ should have alerted candidates that this is more artistic than factual.  It makes use of figurative 

language from the first sentence, “Hard Life was an ill-mannered visitor …” and uses expressions like “oily-

mouthed feasts’, for instance.  Individual sub-questions asked candidates to recognize the words and phrases 

which created particular meaning and many candidates did not demonstrate the ability to do so.  Many also 

failed to respond well to questions which asked for purpose, effect, feeling, description of character, or 

recognition of irony. 

 

Question 3 

 

This question presented a discussion on the effects of fast food.  The passage is written in a matter-of-fact 

style, provides definitions, offers evidence through statistics and cites authority and is more in keeping with 

the kind of passage that candidates seem to like.  Candidates appeared to have understood the content, but 

had severe difficulty in expressing meaning.  One of the problems noted was a carry-over from Section A: a 

question which enquires interpretation cannot be effectively answered by simply lifting a sentence and 

presenting it as the answer.  Based on this particular passage, candidates were required to recognize attitude, 

explain phrases, identify intention, recognize implications and give reasons.  All of these proved to be very 

challenging tasks.  Very noticeable again was the problem caused by poor vocabulary and, it is strongly 

suspected, by lack of exposure to extended, high-quality writing on various topics.  Challenging words in 

this extract included “epidemic” and “unnecessarily”. 

 

Recommendations for Teaching 

 

 Make use of high-quality magazine articles which provide writing that is modern, and factual without 

being pedantic and ‘highbrow’. 

 Teach students how to structure answers. For instance, when a question asks “What is the writer’s 

purpose, the answer must include the infinitive: “To…”  

 Recognize that figurative language is not restricted to literary texts. 

 Use the CXC literature texts as part of the language instruction. 

 Find ways to introduce vocabulary exercises.  For example, the Toastmasters Club has a practice of 

introducing, explaining, and encouraging correct use of a new word each meeting.  This may be 

adopted as a daily classroom activity. 
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Section C: Writing Stories and Descriptive Essays 

 

Question 4 

 

Again in this examination sitting, the story based on the picture was the one which most candidates 

attempted.  Unlike last year, this year’s stories were the best done of the choices.  Generally candidates 

managed to successfully incorporate the stimulus into their responses.  Answers ranged from simple stories 

of a haunted house to some attempts at metaphor and personification. 

 

Question 5 

 

This was the second choice of the narratives, and was more challenging.  Though the idea of music and a 

party attracted candidates’ attention, their answers were less successful and less imaginative.  Answers were 

less sure as some candidates could not determine whether to focus on the mistake, or the hesitation.  Only a 

few combined the two successfully.  Many spent the time describing a situation leading up to the decision or 

mistake, and were ineffective in structuring satisfactory endings, often petering out into simple, predictable 

and anti-climactic outcomes. 

 

Question 6 

 

The stimulus given in this year’s paper read: “When the fishermen finally reached the shore, what greeted 

them was nothing that they could have described.”  The focus of this stimulus was the shore.  There is room 

in this stimulus for the candidate to spend some time describing what was experienced before reaching the 

shore, in order to emphasize the unimaginable nature of the actual beach, which must also be described 

(i.e.:  visual detail given).  In fact, the wording made the beach scene the area of greater importance, but 

candidates did not seem to recognize this.  In addition, what was seen (described) on the beach could have 

been negative or positive, as the candidate chose.  The problem is that the candidates need to be taught how 

to analyse, then encouraged to use the analytical skills to interpret what is said or not said, required or 

not required, in a stimulus; and through the analysis to find the focus.  Otherwise they could (and did) 

misapply their time and energy. 

 

Among the problems noted this year were: 

 

 Low level of ability to differentiate between a descriptive essay and a story.  In fact, the number and 

quality of responses to this option indicated a regression from the standard achieved in the past two 

years. 

 Fewer candidates showed an understanding of the requirements of a descriptive essay.  They failed to 

see the accumulation of details in order to give a picture, and settled, instead, for vague 

generalizations. 

 The organization was weak, so that many candidates were unable to master the spatial aspect:  moving 

left to right, top to bottom, panning, etc.) 

 Rather than say what could be seen, and involve the audience in seeing the details so they might react 

on a personal level, candidates told the audience what to feel (e.g.:  … it was warm and sunny … 

instead of … people were dressed in as little as was allowed, short shorts, sleeveless shirts, old ladies 

carried umbrellas…) 

 Candidates were trapped in the concept of time and event (in the narrative ‘… and then, and then …”) 
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Recommendations for Teaching 

 

 Our students, born and raised in a visual age, may have reached a point where they no longer see 

what is around them.  In addition, they are blasted almost continually with loud and demanding 

sound.  There are many practical reasons for learning to ‘see’ and describe. 

 

 This suggestion invites the teacher to conduct brief but enjoyable training sessions: 

 

 Provide students with only the sounds, then ask them to supply the visual, first orally, then 

in writing.  Use a radio play, or a song, for instance. 

 Have students, working in small groups, blindfold each other and then experience 

something. 

 Present students with jumbled details, then have them arrange the material logically, and 

account for their choices. 

 

 A writer may make use of multiple strategies to develop a piece of writing, and students need (i) to 

recognize these techniques and (ii) to understand how to identify the piece according to the 

predominant purpose and style.  For example, an argumentative essay may use some definition or 

narrative to help in making a point clear.  Narratives very often use description, in order to establish 

‘setting’ in time and place.  Students must be encouraged to see the differences when a piece of 

writing is dedicated to story, OR to description. 

 

 Teachers are encouraged to use literature (the texts set for English B, for instance) to help students 

to recognize and create different kinds of writing. 

 

Section D: Argumentative Writing 

 

The questions were appropriate for the age level of the candidates, and examiners generally thought they 

were apt choices as they allowed candidates the opportunity to express their reasoned views and arguments 

on topical issues, bearing in mind that candidates range from those of middle to upper high school age to 

those who are at the age of adult maturity. 

 

Question 7 

 

Responses to Question 7 suggested that it offered candidates a manageable challenge in terms of ideas for or 

against (i) the claim that homeless people are a nuisance, and (ii) that the homeless should be forced into 

government-provided housing.  Candidates had many ideas, but the challenge lay in their ability or inability 

to: 

 

 recognize the aspects of the discussion 

 organize their thoughts effectively to cover all aspects of the discussion 

 organize their ideas for the best strategic impact (move from stronger to weaker or from weaker to 

stronger points) 

 link their ideas and achieve cohesion 

 muster syntax and vocabulary well enough to  express themselves clearly. 

 

Less able candidates understood the concept of ‘nuisance’, but then devoted the entire essay to establishing 

that nuisance element, abruptly attaching the ‘forced into …housing’ as a conclusion. In many instances 

candidates failed to support their claims, and relied instead on repetition of opinions. 

 

Question 8 

 

Question 8 required that candidates recognize the nature and purpose of rules generally, and of school rules 

in particular.  It also required that they have some understanding of freedom generally, and a consciousness 

of how personal freedom fits into the broader issue.  The problem of inadequate vocabulary negatively 
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affected understanding and responses to the prompt.  Particular areas included the meanings of ‘violate’ and 

‘personal freedom’.  Violate was often interpreted as ‘annoy’.  Many candidates took the statement 

personally or very narrowly, and related incidents of personal affront or negative reactions by schoolmates, 

rather than explore the concept of violate.  Most often the focus was on specific rules in specific schools. 

 

Recommendations for Teaching 

 

 In responding to arguments, whether in real life or in examination essays, it is necessary to address all 

aspects of the argument that are put forward; not answering a specific aspect suggests that the candidate 

has a problem with that specific aspect.  In any case, answers to arguments in examination essays have 

to be comprehensive since marks are assigned to the different parts of a question.  In other words, if the 

candidate omits part of a question, he/she automatically loses the marks assigned to it. 

 

 While this section of the paper often gives topics which are of immediate interest to teenagers, 

candidates also need to keep abreast of topics of regional as well as wider or international interests. 

 

 It was observed that some candidates seemed to have prepared to write their argumentative essay along 

specific lines with particular techniques.  Experienced examiners caution that while some students do 

benefit from such a strategy, teachers should use it with caution, as there is the risk that competent and 

even superior candidates will be forced into a mould which affects their expression and development 

negatively.  It is highly preferable to teach them how to reason, and provide them with a variety of ways 

to open, develop, and close their arguments.  

 

 Teachers need to continue to give repeated practice in logical development of argument, especially in 

the proper use of conjunctions and adverbs which express logical relations, as in cause and effect, 

contrast and concession.  Words and phrases such as ‘however’, ‘although’, ‘consequently’, ‘by 

contrast’ and ‘accordingly’ should be mastered and used in full sentences rather than meaninglessly or in 

fragments, as they often are. 


